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There are a large number of web events emerging on the web and attracting people’s attention every day,
and it is of great interest and significance to distinguish the different types of these web events in practice.
For example, the distinguished emergent web events should be paid more attentions by the departments of
the government to save lives and damages or by news websites to increase their hit-rates using limited
resources. However, how to efficiently distinguish the types of web events remains a challenge issue due
to the seldom efforts paid to this issue in the community. In this paper, we conduct a thorough
consideration on this problem and then propose an innovative Bayesian-based model to distinguish the
different types of web events. To be specific, all web events are firstly assumed within three types whose
formal definitions are given by considering their properties. Aiming to sufficiently describe and distinguish
three types web events, a set of specially designed features are then extracted from the volume and the
content of web events. Finally, a Bayesian-based model is proposed based on the designed features. The
experimental results demonstrate the capability of the proposed model to distinguish types of web events,
and the comparisons with other state-of-the-art classifiers also show the efficiency of the proposed model.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development and broad prevalent of the web, it is almost that every kinds of
information in the society can be found on the web. One important content of the web is the web
events which are reflections of human activities in the society, such as ‘Japan Nuclear Leakage’,
‘World News Phone Hacking Scandal’, and ‘Volcanic Eruption in Iceland’. After the emerging of each
web event, there will be plenty of webpages published by the journalists or ordinary peoples to report
or discuss this event on the web. So the investigation of these web events could help us better
understand human behaviours and provide different kinds of services based on that. Although there are
a large number of web events every day, they normally do not receive same treatments from people
due to different properties of events. Some of them are just routines of daily life and will not attract
much attention for a long term; on the contrary, some of them contain emergent or interesting
information relevant to the people which have the capability to attract broad attentions in a long period.
For example, ‘World News Phone Hacking Scandal’ is a breaking news for the British people, so there
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are plenty of webpages published to report or discuss it after its emerging. Contrarily, there will be
little webpages to report ‘A Car Accident’ because it is just a normal thing and does not contain any
interesting information for the public. Furthermore, the number of web events all over the world could
be hundreds of thousands in each day, and the number of webpages of these web events may be
millions. Therefore, the automatic way is a must for the analysis of these web events. One significant
task of the web event analysis is to automatically distinguish their different types from each other.

The ability to automatically distinguish the types of web events can be used in a variety of settings.
For example, 1) among all the events, some emerging web events may give rise to the riots if the
government has any delay on the reactions. So the automatic type distinguish from large-scale web
events could help the departments of the government pay their limited time and energy to the emergent
web events only; 2) the news websites have been trying to attract web users’ attentions by ranking
news events appropriately on their limited frontpages. So the automatic type distinguish of web events
could help news websites to design the positing strategy; 3) at the same time, the news websites should
normally maintain a limited number of web servers to crawl the webpages of web events all over the
world. Due to the limitation of the crawling ability, the crawled web events should be carefully
selected and it is apparently that the automatic type distinguish of web events is helpful for the
crawling events selection.

As opposite to the great significance of the task of automatic type distinguish for web events, there
is little attention paid to this task in the research community. The most related area for this task is
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [1-4] which involves the unknown event detection, information
gathering and segmentation, time detection for the event happened, and the detection of following-up
report of events [5-8]. Different from our web events type discrimination method, it mainly aims to
discover and track the events from the large-scale webpages [31-34]. It remains people’s responsibility
to distinguish the different types of these discovered or tracked events. Besides, many researchers are
studying on the classification and clustering of web text [34] and web knowledge [37] related to web
events [35-36], while seldom studies have been conducted on the type discrimination of web events.
Some text classification/clustering algorithms [27-29], which are currently considered as the efficient
tools for the web event analysis, might be adopted to resolve the web events type distinguish task.
However, these algorithms are only based on keyword features to evaluate the semantic similarity and
there is no other features considered to distinguish the types of web events, such as temporal features.
With the keywords as the only features, these algorithms cannot achieve good performances for this
task.

In this paper, we firstly give a thorough consideration on the task of discrimination of web events
and formalize the whole problem, then propose a Bayesian-based model to automatically distinguish
the web event types from each other. According to their social activity natures, we firstly categorize all
the web events into three types, including emergency event, popular event and general event. Each
event type gives a formal description to show its characteristics. In order to distinguish three types, we
specially design a set of features to capture and distinguish the natures of these types’ web events.
These features are different from the text clustering/classification algorithms (features are just
keywords). Some temporal features which are capable to capture the evolving potentials of the web
events are also designed. Even for the traditional keyword features, we have designed different
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evaluations by the volume change and distribution change. Finally, a Bayesian-based model is
proposed based on the designed features.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

1. We have categorized all web events into three types and given them formal definitions and
nature descriptions;

2. We have innovatively designed a set of features to distinguish different types of web events,
and the thorough statistical tests have been conducted to show their relative effectiveness;

3. We have proposed a Bayesian-based model to automatically distinguish the types of web
events based on the designed features and it achieves good performance on this task.

The rest paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the definition of the types of web
events. In section 3, we introduce the designed features that may impact on the type discrimination of
web event. Based on these features, we propose the Bayesian based function for the type
discrimination of web events in Section 4. In section 5, we discuss the independent of features. In
section 6, we give the results of experiment on the real-world dataset. In last section, we give a
conclusion of our work.

2 Type Definition of Web Events

The different types of web events are formally defined in this section, and the discussion of their
features is also introduced.

2.1  The Relation between Web Events and Social Events

The web events come from two sources. One is social events information which can be imaged as the
webpages on the web. By the imaging, social events information can spread and evolve on the web,
and the web can also feedback the changed information to the society. Interactive feedback of the event
information between the society and web leads to the evolution of social events. Such events we call
web social events. For example, in July 4, 2011, ‘News of the World’ was revealed that illegally
wiretapped the phone of the missing girl Millie Dowler and her families in 2002 which led to police
involved. This event caused a great repercussion in British, and then a succession of eavesdropping
scandals was reported via the social media on the web. The results shocked the world. That scandal
spread in the web and was reported by different social media and made citizens worrying about their
privacy, and all these led to the scandal breakout. This event reflects that the evolution of social event
is deeply influenced by the social media on the web [9].

Another source is the public sentiment on the web. This kind of event does not happen in real world,
but do have the influence on the society by the web and may form a social event eventually. Such
event we call it public sentiment event. For example, in India in July 2012, a series of rumours and
threats spread by SMS, web and other media, causing panic in the entire region. Messages showed
local Muslim would begin a large-scale massacre of retaliation, and some web social media and mobile
phones spread the pictures show a number of tragic stories of victims. Finally, more than 300,000
people left for a safe place. This typical public sentiment event on the web formed an emergent social
event eventually. This reflects that the event occurred on the web also has the ability to influence the
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society [10]. In this paper, we focus on the events happened on the web or occurred in the society but
image on the web.

2.2 The Type Definition of Web Events

Definition 1. The Type of Web Event, ε : The type hypothesis space of web event is the collection
of all events that may exist on the web, 1 2{ , ,..., }n i Eε ε ε ε ε= ⊆， ; where  1 2{ , ,..., }sE e e e=  is the
collection of web event e; iε  is one type of web event; n is the number of types.

In this paper, according to the emergency degree, we classify web events into three types.
1 2 3{ , , }ε ε ε ε= , where 1ε  is emergency events, 2ε  is popular event, and 3ε  is general event.

Definition 2. Emergency event, 1ε : Emergency event is the event caused by major natural
disasters, accidents, or social security imaged on the web that required to be paid more attention by
government or social groups within a special time interval. It also can be a public sentiment event on
the web which has a great impact on the society.

Therefore, quick response to the emergency event is very important, or it will cause great negative
impact on the society and even lose control. Such as “5.12 Wenchuan Earthquake”, “9.11 terrorist
attacks” and “the British eavesdropping event”. Such an event usually has features of sudden,
complexity, destructive, persistent.

Definition 3. Popular event, 2ε : Popular event is the social event imaging on the web or public
sentiment event occurred on the web. These events are related to people’s daily life and people concern
it for a long term.

This type of events has been the focus of public, for example, “Price regulation of house”, “Food
security” and “Huangyan Island incident”.

Definition 4. General Event, 3ε : General event is the social event imaged on the web or public
sentiment event occurred on the web that gets less attention and last a very short time. Such an event
usually reported after occurs, and then forgotten by people quickly.

For example, “Super moon” and “Forbes Chinese rich list” are the typical general events.

3     Features for Type Discrimination

3.1 Features used in Type Discrimination

In order to study the time series of web events, we extract some statistically related features. These
features describe the different aspects of web event and represent different significant. A web event has
a complete break power in its life cycle eL  , and the time series of break power is represented as:

1 2{ , ,..., }nS s s s= , where is  is the break power at time it , n is the length of time series. By analyzing the
data of time series of web events, we propose six temporal features that useful for the type
discrimination of web events.

Outbreak power of web event: Outbreak power is the most basic feature that describes the
evolution course of web events. In addition, we can get values of all other features by calculation of the
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outbreak power of web event. If the outbreak power is higher, the event is more likely to be an
emergency event; if the outbreak power is lower, the event is more likely to be a general event.

Average outbreak power of web event: Average outbreak power describes a general level of an
event outbreak power in time interval [ , ]i jt t . It is also an important basic temporal feature to calculate

other temporal features. If a web event has higher average outbreak power, then it is more likely to be
an emergency event than to be a general event.

Fluctuation power of web event: For every event, its urgent degree may be changed by interaction
between web events and social events in their evolution course, which means its outbreak power
changes in different time interval. So the amplitude of the curve of outbreak power also changes in
different time interval, and we use fluctuation power to describe these changes. A higher fluctuation
the event has, the higher probability of the event to be an emergency event.

Coefficient of skewness of web event: In general, an emergency event has three basic states in its
life cycle, i.e., latency state, outbreak state and decline state. In different state its outbreak power curve
has different shapes. In latency state, outbreak power curve is flat; in outbreak state, outbreak power
curve changes a lot and in decline state, the curve tends to flat. So the curve distribution of outbreak
power should have one or more skewnesses instead of a symmetrical distribution. For an event, if the
skewness of the distribution does not exist, it may likely to be an emergency event.

Coefficient of kurtosis of web event: Coefficient of kurtosis describes the degree of kurtosis of
outbreak power. Variance has directly relationship with coefficient of kurtosis, which means large
change of outbreak power leads to high coefficient of kurtosis and generates some peak points. So if
the outbreak power distribution changes a lot in different time intervals and has a sharp distribution,
then this event is more likely to be an emergency event. But if the distribution of outbreak power is a
flat peak distribution, the event is more likely to be an emergency event.

Outliers of web event: Emergency event generally have the possibility of deriving other events.
When the derivation happened, emergency event usually has a higher outbreak power in that time. We
call it outlier. So in its evolution course, emergency event often has some outliers. If there is no outlier
in evolution course of an event, that event is more likely to be a popular event or a general event. On
the contrary, if the event has many outliers in its evolution course, then this event may be an
emergency event. So we should measure the outliers of web event.

Since temporal features 2)-6) are based on temporal feature 1), feature 1) is redundant and has a
strong dependence with other five features. So feature 1) don’t needs to participate in operation, and
plays a role by features 2) -6). Whether redundancy exits between features 2)-6) and whether there is a
strong interdependency among features 2)-6), we will discuss these questions in the later sections.
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( , )i jt tϒ

( , )i jt tN

( , )i jt tM

Fig. 1 The relation of three features (i.e., increased web
pages ( , )i jt tN , event attributes ( , )i jt tM  and Event attribute

distribution in the increased web pages ( , )i jt tϒ ) in

calculation of outbreak power

3.2 The Definition of Features of Web Event

According to the above discussion, we need to measure and define these six features.  First of all,
before building the function of the type discriminant of web event, we need a temporal feature to
describe its evolution course, namely outbreak power of web event.

Definition 5. Outbreak power of web event,  op( , )i jt t  Outbreak power is proportional to the

number of increased web pages, the number of increased attributes, and distribution of increased
attribute in the increased web pages. It can be denoted as,

( , ) ( , ) ( , )( , ) { , , }
i j i j i ji j t t t t t top t t N M∞ ϒ

A time interval with higher outbreak degrees will have a greater probability as the milestones and
peak of web event. Three features involved in the definition 5 are described as follows:

Number of increased web pages ( , )i jt tN : We know if a web event has a vast number of increased

web pages in time interval  [ , ]i jt t , its outbreak power is high. Then it is more likely to be an

emergency event.

Number of event attributes ( , )i jt tM : In the case of a certain number of increased web pages in a

time interval, the more the event attributes, the higher the breakout power. Then the content of the
event involves more and it is more likely to be an emergency event.

Attribute distribution of web event in the increased web pages ( , )i jt tϒ : When the attributes are all in

the increased web pages in time interval [ , ]i jt t , then these web pages are not the innovative. In this

case, people only take care of the event rather than actively discuss it. So its outbreak power is low and
it is less likely to be an emergency event. The relation of the three features is showed in Fig 1.
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Fig. 2. Timing data observations of event “Japan nuclear

We can use algorithm proposed in [35] with Fig. 1 to calculate outbreak power. The result of
calculation describes the evolution course of web events, for example, Fig 2 shows the outbreak power
of event “Japan nuclear leakage”.

After measuring the outbreak power of web event in time interval [ , ]i jt t , we need to calculate its

average outbreak power. If the average outbreak power is high, the event is more likely to be an
emergency event and less likely to be a general event.

Definition 6. Average outbreak power,  aveop

1

1 n

ave i
i

op s
n =

= ∑ ,

where  
ii ts op=  represents outbreak power of an event at time it  ; n  is the length of the life course of

the event.

Average outbreak power aveop  is the description of urgent degree in a certain time interval. Web
events with high outbreak power may be not emergency events; they can also be popular events. So we
need calculate fluctuation power, web event with high fluctuation power is more likely to be an
emergency event.

Definition 7. Fluctuation Power, fp

ave

Varfp
op

=  , 2

1

1 ( )
1

n

i ave
i

Var s op
n =

= −
− ∑

where  
ii ts op=  represents the outbreak power of event at time it  ; aveop  is the average outbreak power,

n  is the length of life course of the event.

Fluctuation power fp  reflects the fluctuation of outbreak power of event in a certain time interval.
In general, the outbreak of an emergency event contains three basic states: latency state, outbreak state
and decline state. So the curve of outbreak power has much skewness. For measuring skewness, we
should define coefficient of skewness.
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(a)Evolution distribution of event “Japan nuclear leakage”

 (b)Evolution distribution of event “the volcanic eruption in
Iceland”

 Fig. 3. Evolution state distribution coefficient of skewness of
two web events

Definition 8. Coefficient of Skewness, kS

3

1

1 ( )
1

n
i ave

k
i

s opS
n Var=

−
=

− ∑  , 2

1

1 ( )
1

n

i ave
i

Var s op
n =

= −
− ∑

where  
ii ts op=  represents the outbreak power of event at time it ; aveop  is the average outbreak power;

n  is the length of life course of the event.

Coefficient of skewness  kS  reflects skewness distribution of a web event in a certain time
interval. If 0kS = , the distribution is symmetric. If 0kS < , the distribution is left-skewed and has an
elongated right tail. Then the event breaks out in the early period of an event, and the event has shorter
latency state. As shown in Fig 3(b). If 0kS > , the distribution is right-skewed and has an elongated left
tail. Then the event breaks out in the late period, and the event has longer latency. As shown in Fig
3(a).
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Definition 9. Coefficient of Kurtosis, fK

4

1

1 ( )
1

n
i ave

f
i

s opK
n Var=

−
=

− ∑  , 2

1

1 ( )
1

n

i ave
i

Var s op
n =

= −
− ∑

where 
ii ts op=  represents the outbreak power of an event at time it ; aveop  is the average outbreak

power; n  is the length of life course of event.

Kurtosis fK  reflects the distribution is peaky or flat of a web event in a certain time interval.
3fK =  is the standard normal distribution. If 3fK > , the distribution shows a peak distribution, as

shown in Fig 4(a). Web event has one or more significant peaks in a certain time interval and is more
likely to derive sub-events. If 3fK < , the distribution shows a flat distribution, as shown in Fig 4(b),

web event does not have obvious peaks in a certain time interval and is less likely to derive sub-events.

 If web event has more outliers, it is more likely to be an emergency event. If web event has no
outliers, it is more likely to be a popular event or genera event. So we should measure whether there
are any outliers in the evolution course of the web event. We give the following definition:

Definition 10. Outliers

| ( ) |
| ( ) |

i
i

i

s med ST
med s med S

−
=

−

where iT  represents the fraction T of attribute i ; ( )med S  is the median of time series data;

ii ts op= represents the outbreak power of event at time it .

Any T>5 points called outliers; we select 5 as the threshold because of the probability of this value
is approximately 0.001. Outlier implies anomalies happen in the evolution course of web event, that
point is the turning point or mutations point.

4     Baysian based Type Discrimination Function of Web Events

Bayesian model, which is a kind of probability based classifier, is used for subject classification. In
this paper, the key idea [14-16] is to classify events into three types in the training set and calculate the
priori pattern of each type, and then have the type discrimination with the test data.. Bayesian based the
function of type discriminant of web event has the following features:

(1) Bayesian based type discrimination function does not classify an event as a certain type, but

recalculate the probability of belonging to each type. The type with maximum probability is the event

should belong to.

(2) In general, not just one or few features play a role in type discrimination, but all features play

a role.

(3) Features of type discrimination can be discrete, continuous and mixed.
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(a)Evolution distribution of event “Japan nuclear leakage”

(b)Evolution distribution of event “Forbes Chinese Rich
List”

Fig. 4. Distribution coefficient of Kurtosis of web event

In the previous section, we have introduced some features of web event, such as average outbreak
power aveop , fluctuation power fp , coefficient of skewness kS , coefficient of kurtosis fK  and outliers

T. For each web event, their time series data can be expressed as a set of features
1 2 3 4 5( ) { , , , , }={ , , , , }d ave k fT e op fp S K T D D D D D= . The value of each feature iD  can be calculated directly

from the time series data and the real time data. Different types of events should have different feature
patterns. Therefore, we establish the image from type hypothesis space of event to observed values of
data, i.e. conditional probability model of event type discrimination, it can be represented as,

5

1

( ( ) | ) ( | )d i j i
j

P T e P Dε ε
=

=∏                (1)

where  ( ( ) | )d iP T e ε  is conditional probability model of event type discrimination. Eq. 1 is the model of
time series data ( )dT e  on the condition of assuming event e  belongs to type iε  . For each feature jD ,

( | )j iP D ε  represents the probability of feature jD  with a certain value on the condition of feature jD

belongs to type iε , and ( | )j iP D ε   called conditional probability.
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A Web Event:  e

1 2 3 4 5( ) { , , , , }={ , , , , }d ave k fT e op fp S K T D D D D D=

Feature
Value

2D1D 3D 4D 5D

1φ 2φ 3φ 4φ 5φ

Fig .5. Features involve in type discrimination of web event

By the statistics, we can calculate the probability of the event belongs to different types, and
establish a probability model of event type discrimination. So we can discriminate the type of
unknown event. Classic Bayesian model formula:

( | ) * ( )( | )
( | ) * ( )

i
i i

P d PP d
P d P

ε ε

ε εε
ε ε

∈

=
∑

       (2)

For an unknown type of web event, if we get its time series data  ( )dT e  and according to Eq.2, we
can calculate the probability of event e  belongs to different type iε , denoted as ( | ( ))i dP T eε , which is
the posterior probability of Bayesian model.

The type iε  has the largest value of posterior probability is the
type that the event belongs to, namely max( ( | ( )) ) ( )i i d iP T e eε ε ε∃ → → ∈ . Fig .5 shows the type
discrimination of web event.

Embedding the defined temporal features into Eq.2, we can calculate the probability ( | ( ))i dP T eε
of type iε  that event belongs to:

5

1

5

1

( | ( )) ( ) ( | ) /

( ) ( | )

i d i j j i
j

i j j i
i j

P T e P P D

P P D

ε ε φ ε

ε φ ε

=

=

= ∗ =

= ∗ =

∑∏

∑ ∑ ∏
       (3)

According to the discrimination principle of choosing maximum probability, the type iε  has the
largest value is the type that event belongs to.

5 Independence of Temporal Features

After the establishment of probabilistic model, we need to test the inter-dependence between
discriminant function and its features. We must ensure the proposed temporal features are independent
with each other in order to use the type discrimination effectively. We also need to verify the validity
of the features and remove the features have strong dependence and noise.
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Fig .6. Each parameter’ influence on type discrimination
model

5.1 Dependent Test of Temporal Features

If inter-dependence exits among features, it has great impact on discrimination function. Therefore, we
expect to remove the features which have strong dependence.

The main idea of factor test is from [18], namely Multivariate analysis. Multivariate analysis is
used to study whether two or more variables have a significant impact on the observed variables. We
use multivariate analysis of variance [19] (or “F-test”) to study a number of factors’ influence on
observed variables. Multivariate analysis of variance is not only able to analyze a number of factors
independent influences on the observed variables, but also analyze the inter-influence on the
distribution of observed variables. And ultimately find optimal combination for the observed variable.

In this paper, various features are treated as different factors that affect result of type
discrimination. These factors (temporal features) play a role in type discrimination. By multivariate
analysis method, we can find the influence of each feature on the model and inter-influence of various
features. We can find the optimal combination of features for the type discrimination, thereby optimize
our probability model.

5.2 Model Test of Type Discrimination

Experimental design

We select several web events and classify them into three types by manual annotation. These classified
events are considered as our experimental data set. From each type of event, we randomly aliquot
some events (about 2/3 of all), which are put together as training set. The remaining portion (about 1/3
of all) constitutes the test set.

In the experiment, we use training set and probability model; combine with statistical methods to
calculate the conditional probability of each type. Next we use trained probability model to test the
events in test set one by one, and then we use accuracy, recall and F-measure to evaluate the results of
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type discrimination. For two ways of each feature (i.e., add feature or remove feature), we perform the
above-mentioned process (constructing data set, training model, testing results and evaluation). Given
to random errors, we repeat the process ten times.

Experimental results and analysis

By multivariate analysis of variance (F-test) of SPSS (Statistical Product and Service Solutions),
we test influence of each feature on type discrimination function, inter-influence between these
features’ interaction and synergy. As shown in Fig .6, average outbreak power and coefficient of
kurtosis these two temporal features do not significantly affect the type discrimination (Sig> 0.05);
coefficient of skewness, outliers and fluctuation power, each of them does have significant impact on
the type discrimination (Sig <0.05).

For different combinations of features, we also test their inter-influence on type discrimination
model. Then we can get the optimal temporal features combination<para1, para2…>. With the optimal
features combination, the noise and redundancy can be removed. Subsequently, we conduct a
multivariable analysis of features. Result show: second-order combination case, besides < average,
outliers >, < fluctuation, outliers >, < kurtosis, outliers >, < skewness, outliers >, other combinations

Tab 1. The Classification results of different
combinations

Group 1 Group 2 Repeat
count

0.973 0.973 1
0.882 0.882 2
0.944 0.914 3

1 1 4
0.914 0.849 5
0.973 0.944 6

1 0.849 7
0.973 0.944 8
0.973 0.849 9
0.914 0.882 10

Tab2. t-test: Paired two-sample mean analysis
　 Group 1 Group 2

average 0.955 0.909
variance 0.005 0.003

observed value 10 10
Poisson correlation

coefficient 0.415

mean difference 0
Df 9

t Stat 2.761
P(T<=t) One-tailed 0.011
t Critical one-tail 1.833

P(T<=t) two-tailed 0.022
t Critical two-tail 2.262 　
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all have influence on the type discrimination; for third-order combination case, only combination <
average, fluctuation, kurtosis > have significant influence on the type discrimination; for high-order
combination case, no combination has influence on the discrimination. So the combination < average,
fluctuation, kurtosis > is the optimal combination and they are independent with each other.

For testing the results of multivariable analysis, we use combination < average, fluctuation,
kurtosis > (labeled as group 1) to do the same experiment again. Then compare with result of
combination < average, fluctuation, kurtosis, skewness, outliers > (labeled as group 2). We use paired
data t to test our assumption. Table 1 shows the results of two combinations. Repeat the test ten times
to reduce errors.

From the table 1 and table 2, we see that the combination< average, fluctuation, kurtosis >has
higher accuracy. p (One-tailed) <0.05 means that the combination significantly improves the accuracy
of type discrimination. Therefore, the test verifies that redundant features do have dependencies with
chosen features and made noise.

6     Discussion on Experiments

In the experiments, we selected a number of typical web events and used the discrimination function to
classify them. In addition, we selected three optimized features to construct the function of type
discrimination of web events, and compared with the function constructed by other redundant features.
It proved that the optimized features can reduce computational complexity, and also can improve the
accuracy of type discrimination.

6.1 Web Event Instances

The first case study is the event of “Japan nuclear leakage”

The time data observation was shown in Fig .7.

According to the Eq.3, using all temporal features, posterior probabilities of each type can be
calculated.

1 1 1( | ) ( ) ( | ) / 0.995P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑

Fig .7. Timing data observations of event “Japan
nuclear leakage”
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2 2 2( | ) ( ) ( | ) / 0.002P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑

3 3 3( | ) ( ) ( | ) / 0.003P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑
So it can be inferred that event “Japan nuclear leakage” should belong to emergency event ( 1ε ).

By using feature combination <average, fluctuation, kurtosis >, we calculated posterior
probabilities of each type.

1( | ) 0.977P Dε =

2( | ) 0.002P Dε =

3( | ) 0.021P Dε =

So event “Japan nuclear leakage” belongs to emergency event ( 1ε ).

The second case study is the event of “Forbes Chinese Rich List”

The time data observation was shown in Fig .8.

According to Eq.3 and using all features, posterior probabilities of each type can be calculated as
follows.

1 1 1( | ) ( ) ( | ) / 2.42 -5P D P P D Eε ε ε= ∗ =∑

2 2 2( | ) ( ) ( | ) / 0.008P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑

3 3 3( | ) ( ) ( | ) / 0.992P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑
Based on the above probabilities, we know that the event “Forbes Chinese Rich List” belongs to

general event ( 3ε ).

By using feature combination <average, fluctuation, kurtosis >, we also can calculate the posterior
probabilities of each type.

1 3.7| 1) 4 4(P EDε −=

Fig .8. Timing data observations of event “Forbes
Chinese Rich List”
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2( | ) 0.091P Dε =

3( | ) 0.909P Dε =

So the event “Forbes Chinese Rich List” belongs to general event ( 3ε ). According to Fig .8, we
also know this event belongs to emergency event ( 3ε ).

The third case study is the event of “Price of City Water”

The time data observation was shown in Fig .9.

According to Eq.3, by using all features, posterior probabilities of each type can be calculated.

1 1 1 0.0( | ) ( ) 0( | ) / 2P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑

2 2 2 0.4( | ) ( ) 6( | ) / 2P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑

3 3 3 0.5( | ) ( ) 3( | ) / 6P D P P Dε ε ε= ∗ =∑
So event “Price of City Water” belongs to general event ( 3ε ). By using feature combination

<average, fluctuation, kurtosis >, we also can calculate posterior probabilities of each type.

1 2.3| 5) 2 4(P EDε −=

2( | ) 0.759P Dε =

3( | ) 0.240P Dε =

So the event “Price of City Water” belongs to general event ( 3ε ). Referring artificial mark and
definition, this event usually should be classified as popular event. According to Fig .9, we can know
this event belongs to popular event ( 2ε ). From the above examples, we can see using the optimized
features combination can reduce the complexity of the algorithm while the accuracy is also got to keep.
For each unknown event, we get its features, using type discrimination function to calculate posterior
probability of each type event belongs to. Then determining which type an event should belong to.

Fig .9. Timing data observations of event “Price of City
Water”
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7.2 Experimental Verification

In our experiment, we select 100 web events from Baidu(http://news.baidu.com)，Google
(http://news.google.com) and other news sites as our experimental data set. These events cover topics
of political, accident, disaster, terrorist attacks in various fields and involve 900,000 pages. Table 3
shows, the experimental data set.

From these 100 events, we select some events (about 2/3 of all) as training set. The remaining
portion (about 1/3 of all) constitutes the test set. Each event in training set is labelled event type by
manual work. By statistics of training set, we can calculate the probability of each feature pattern,
which is presented by different types of web events. In addition, we also can make use of the temporal
features we have known, and then we can get Bayesian based type discriminant function. At this point,
we have established temporal features for type discrimination by means of training set.

Next, we will mine the features for type discrimination in test set. For every web event, we first
obtain a set of feature 1 2 3 4 5( ) { , , , , }dT e D D D D D= ; then we calculate the posterior probability ( | ( ))i dP T eε

by means of the proposed type discriminant function. Finally according to maximum probability
principle, we can determine which type that web event should belong to.

A major evaluation for type discrimination result is that whether the proposed type discriminant
function has a high accuracy. For each event in test set, we seek the views of a group of label members
to test the result is correct or not and to test the effectiveness of the proposed type discriminant
function. For example, the event "Japan nuclear leakage" is discriminated as popular event, but
artificial label is emergency event, and then we think this discrimination is failed. Furthermore, each
label member of labelling events finished reviewing independently to ensure the reliability and
effectiveness of the experimental results. Before reviewing, we provide label members with an abstract
description of each type of web events. Finally, the results of the evaluation of all label members are
bundled together and reach a consensus. As shown in Table 4, the discrimination accuracy rate of three
types is more than 85%. Above experiment verifies that the proposed type discriminant function is
effectiveness.

Table 3. The details of dataset used to type discriminant of web
events (100 events)

Feature Value

Average number of seeds per event 2

Average number of webpages per event 5556

Average number of event attributes per
event 16856

Average number of days per event 40

Average number of webpages per day 146
Average number of event attributes per
day 469
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Table 5 shows the experiment results of three algorithms. The proposed method has a better
performance than the method of logistic and SMO.

From the established type discriminant function, we can see the fluctuation power of general event
is low. This result may be due to the nature of general event. Evolution distribution of time series of

general events is manifested as amplitude and fluctuations around its mean. On the contrast, the
distribution of emergency events and popular events usually present one or several gathered centers.
So the fluctuation power of general events is lower than other two types.

From the experimental data set, we find emergency events and popular events have higher
outbreak power. Emergency events have a high degree of outbreak power, such as “Japan nuclear
leakage”. Popular events are the topics people concern in a long term, such as “price rising of daily
use”. General events are the topics people less concern or concern in a short period, such as “super
moon”.

8     Conclusions and Future Work

As opposite to the great significance of the task of automatic type distinguish for web events, there is
little attention paid to this task in the community. We have investigated this task from the beginning
(i.e., event type defining and feature designing) to the end (model constructing and evaluating). All the
web events have been categorized into three types: emergence event, popular event and general event
with their nature descriptions. Then, a set of specially designed features have been proposed to
distinguish the natures of different web event types. Their inter-dependences have been analysed
through the statistical tests. We found that the combination of < average, fluctuation, kurtosis>
achieves the best performances among all the features. Finally, a Bayesian-based model has been built
to do the type discrimination task. Experiments on the real-world datasets show the efficiency of the
proposed model and the superior performance comparing other state-of-the-art methods that are
possible to be used for type discrimination task.

The type discrimination in this paper did not consider the time factor. As we know, the type of
web events will change with time. A web event may be an emergence event at the beginning stage, but
it may lose the interests of the public as its evolution and become a general event. Therefore, how to

Table 4 experiment results of type discrimination
Type of eventEvaluation

Emergency
event

Popular
event

General
event

Precision 90.7% 85% 86.7% 88.1%
Recall 85% 87.9% 93.3% 88.7%

Table 5 experiment results of different methods
Method

Bayesian logistic SMO
Precision 88.1% 88% 85.3%

Recall 88.7% 85% 80%
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efficiently detect this type transition will be an interesting and challenge issue. Next, we are going to
use Concept Drift techniques to resolve this issue.
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